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Editorial:

"You make no mistake. This
radical liberalism that infects our
Congress and poisons our country is
at best a bizarre mutation of the
Democratic liberalism in the great
Wilson, Roosevelt, Truman and
Kennedy tradition."

words that I could go home and look
up in my dictionary. I was really
dissappointed. But I guess I
shouldn't have been.
At the press conference Vice
President Agnew promised that a
news event of great importance was
happening right that moment in
Washington. What we got was an
announcement that President
Richard Nixon is going to visit
someplace on taxpayers' money.
And I was expecting a speech about
how the Republicans had been
keeping down inflation. But I guess

Agnew couldn't make a speech about
that, since Nixon is taking off on a
costly trip.
Instead of a major policy speech
and big words that would challenge
our intellects, the vice president
challenged our minds with some
obscure remarks about "radical
After a speech like that, I was
liberals."
And I still don't even know
really disappointed in our vice
what they are, much less who they
president. I was really expecting
are.
I was expecting so much more
some sort of a "major policy
from out vice president but I didn't
speech," just like the state's
hear
it. No wonder Amerika is in
Vice President Spiro Agnew on Republicans told me I would hear.
trouble.
And I was expecting some nice, big
"radical liberals":
Sarah Laidlaw
~'But of those individuals (who he
'You Old Rascal-You've Been Out Playing In The Mud Again!'
did not name), I should say this first
I
>
of all: they are not evil, they are not
insincere, and they are not
unpatriotic. It would be dead wrong
to say they are. One of the most
troublesome aspects of this problem
is that they believe very sincerely,
very deeply in the course that they
have been following. But in the year
1970 their philosophy is out of step
with the times. It makes them
neo-isolationists in foreign policy at
a time when. neo-isolationist
philosophy invites communist
aggression.
"The same philosophy makes
them obstructionists on Congress, at
a time when America's need is for
progressives who will cooperate with
our president in initiating an era of
restoration, renewal and reform. The
same philosophy makes them social
permissivists, at a time when
America just can't stand more
permissiveness if this society is to
control the radicalism tearing at its
roots.

Ameril(a

In
Trouble

Women')s
By BAYARD RUSTIN
Reprinted from the New America
The women's liberation
movement, which has created such
controversy in recent months, is not
a new phenomenon but part of a
long struggle for women's equality.
The fact that a major feminist
demonstration was held on Aug. 26,
1970, is indicative of the historical
character of· this movement, since
the date was the 50th anniversary of
the passage of the 19th Amendment
granting female sufferage.
The modern feminist movement
differs from the suffragette
movement of a half century ago in
that its demands have more to do
with economic equality than
political rights. To a considerable
degree, this is a reflection of
technological changes that have taken
place in the society which have freed
the more affluent women from
household chores and have enabled
them to gain a high degree of

MASH Focuses on Drug Abuse
By DEANNE STILLMAN
"A diabetic girl who had been
shooting speed came in. She couldn't
move her arm and her insulin bottle
was broken. We took the bottle over
to the Union and got some ice for it.
None of her medicine bottles were
labeled so we labeled all of them.
Then we took her to Bernalillo
County Medical Center (BCMC) to
be treated."
MASH volunteer .Cindy Gerber
described what happened when
someone requiring medical treatment
came in. MASH, originally an
emergency first aid center, is now
redirecting its attention to the more
pressing problem of drug abuse in
the community.
MASH has not had any problem
with overdose (OD) cases being
busted when taken to BCMC for
treatment. "Apparently the doctors

proposed in isolation from the broad
social and economic context of
American life. The feminists are
making the same mistake that many
other social protestors have made:
that is, they do not connect their
demands with larger issues which
ultimately will determine whether
the soecific demands can be met.
For example, I am entirely for
free abortions on demand, since I
think women should be free to
choose whether or not they want to
have children. But I think that the
feminists would be wiser to make
this specific demand part of a larger
demand for socialized medicine. Our
current health system does not
permit all women, or all Americans,
to obtain adequate medical care, and
good health is a prerequisite for
"liberation," however one cares to
define that word.
Similarly, it is not enough to have
day care centers that will free the
mother from the children. There

From the President of the United States-Greetings ...

should also be the demand for the
expansion of preschool education
and for quality integrated schools
that will liberate the minds of the
children and enable them to develop
themselves to their fullest potential.
Finally, the demand for equal
employment, opportunities cannot
be met in the absence of full
employment. As long as a sizeable
portion of the population is out of
work, workers, regardless of their sex
or race, will have to compete for
jobs, and employers will be able to
hire those willing to work for the
least pay.
It should be added in this context
that the demand for female equality
_is too often stated in terms of giving
women the same rights as men. What
happens is that women then consider
their own privileges-such as laws
protecting women workers-to be
expendable. Rather than giving up
these rights, they should be
demanding that similar privileges be
granted to all workers.
The failure to date of the women's
liberation movement to make their
demands within this larger context I
have described is not accidental. It is,
if fact, a commentary on the affluent
social origins o.f many o.f the
feminists. They are, for the most
part, women who already have access
to adequate health care, whose
children (if they have them) ·
probably attend excellent schools,
and who don't need jobs but rather
better jobs. This is one of the reasons
why so few black women have
participated in the feminist
movement.
If the feminists do not make the
larger demands I have suggested,
their movement will become just
another middle class foray into
limited social reform, the main result
of which will be to divert valuable
social energies away from
the problem of fundamentally
transforming our society's
institutions. And without such a
transformation leading to full social
equality, all Americans-female or
male, black or · white, poor and
rich-will not be free.

are pretty discreet," Gerber
explained. "We brought in about half
of the OD cases this summer and no
one was busted. They're not really
interested in getting a kid in more
trouble."
Sometimes a person doesn't really
need any medical treatment, but just
needs to talk to someone, Gerber
said. "Late one night we received a
phone call from some kids about a
14-year-old friend of theirs who was
freaking out on acid. He had run
away from home and had just
dropped two tabs. We drove out to
meet his friends who then took us to
him. We took him back to MASH
headquarters where we talked him
down and he was okay."
Not everyone who comes to
MASH is freaking out on dope.
Sometimes people are lonely and just
want to come in and talk. MASH

volunteer Drew White explains that
people just want to know someone is
there. "They want to laugh, to cry,
to get things off their chest."
Once in a while people seeking
psychiatric help come in to MASH,
said co-chairman Steve Hubberd.
Usually the staff will talk with the
person, but Hubberd will arrange an
appointment with a psychiatrist at
the University-operated health center
if requested.
"I guess we've gone through a lot
of changes since last year," Hubberd
said. MASH was created during last
sp1·ing's strike when the health center
closed. "It seemed rather peculiar
that the health service shut down
when there was an immediate threat
of violence on campus," Hubberd
said.
MASH ambulances were present at
every potentially violent situation,

and it was the MASH staff that took
the wounded to the hospital.
"There is no need right now .for an
emergency first aid center on
campus," Hubberd explained.
"Since the strike, the University
health center has changed
considerably, and has made an effort
to serve the students. But MASH will
remain flexible so we can respond
more directly to the changing needs
of the community."
An ASUNM appropriation and
donations from hospitals and private
citizens are enabling MASH to
continue its operation.
At tfie present time, MASH hours
are 8 a.m. to midnight every day.
There will be a meeting Thursday at
6 p.m. at MASH headquarters in
Mesa Vista Hall for anyone
interested in working with UNM's
unique, medical program.
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U Students Reside

Lib Doesn')t Go Far Enough

education. They are now demanding
that jobs and other opportunities be
opened to them on a
non-discriminatory basis.
The force of their argument is
reflected in economic statistics
which show that the income
differential between men and women
is greater than it is between whites
and blacks.
If the women's liberation
movement should be criticized, it is
not because their demands are
unjust. What is wrong with these
demands is that they don't go far
enough. The three demands put
forth at the Aug. 26 demonstration
(in New York) were for free
abortions, 24-hour day care centers
for childrr.n of working mothers and
equal educational and employment
opportunities.
~These demands are fine enough in
themselves, and I would personally
take issue with none of them. But
they are inadequate in that they are

Student-Run Medical Unit Community Oriented

In 'Ghetto' Housing

! .'

By MARY ELLEN HANCOCK
one night to find the room
Four days after school has completely flooded. She claimed
started, some UNl\.f students arc about $200 in damages, but the
still desperately searching for a landlord
there was no
place to live. If one is lucky insurance onsaid
the
place.
coed
enough to "score," he may then said the flooding damage The
had
bt•en
b£! confronted with absurd leases, caused by beer cans (thrown from
overgrown cockroaches, gas leaks, the fraternity) clogging the drains.
flooding, burglars and lots and
Many of the landlords in the
lots of dirt.
student ghetto catTy no insurance.
"I just moved out here from In at least one apartment building
California with my wife, baby and on
the landlord has
1000 lbs. of furniture. I have new Columbia,
tenants sign a total liability
nowhere to live, and don't know lease. If the building burns down
where to look anymore," said a the tenants have to pay for it.
young graduate student.
'l' h e s t u d e n t -l a n d I o r d
Married students are perhaps relationship is a mixture of
feeling the most pressure. Only 20 landlord greed and student
University housing units are
Landlords have raised
available for married couples, destruction.
rent
of
some
efficiencies from
the
Mountain View Apartments, 558
$90
to
$110
a
month.
Students
units of low-cost housing for
often
pay
$70
for
roach·o·rama.
married couples, varies in price
But some students have also
from $69 to $120 a month. The caused
to be bitter. In
manager explained they have the past landlords
years
some
landlords have
nothing available now and have a been confronted with
Student Ghetto
devastated
three to six month waiting list.
apartments after students moved
But married students aren't the out. In one apartment building on
only ones experiencing housing Ash, the tenants had twice
Laguna and DeVargas dorms.
troubles. A student said a friend destroyed
everything and left However,
there have been no
of his wanted him to move down rubble a foot deep.
discussions of funding yet."
in the Valley, where housing used
A woman living on the 200
When asked about the crucial
to be easier to find. "I'm not block
of Princeton said the biggest
going to," the student said. "Tom problem she had with her off·campus housing situation,
has a place but he has to share the neighbors was that they brought Bierbaum said the shortage was
bathroom with 15 other people. too many dogs to the area. "I partially due to the liberalization
I'm willing to spend $150 and I filed a complaint or two because of undergraduate housing rules.
still haven't found a place."
they just wouldn't keep their dogs "Freshmen no longer have to stay
Students not equipped with from messing up my yard. There's in the dormitory unless their
enough cash are having the most a city ordinance about that, too," parents demand it. Many have
gone to off-campus housing/' he
difficulties. They wind their way she said.
said.
"But there has been an
daily through the rows and
At this time, there is no
sub-rows (alley housing) of the available housing in the ghetto increase of 2000 students this
area nearest the University, better area. The College Inn has some year and that has kept the dorms
full."
known as the "student ghetto.''
units available for girls, but the
Bierbaum said the University
Many of the houses in the old stand-by-University
puts priority on placing an
ghetto are on the perimeter of the dormitories-are full.
undergraduate first, then the
condemned zone. Many are
"In the last two years we've
condemned. Students llve in tried to out-guess what would graduate, "A student having been
windowless houses, some with no happen as far as getting rid of an undergraduate can usually find
working bathroom faciliti~.<s, empty dorm rooms. This year housing as a graduate," he said.
"An interesting development
Hazardous conditions such as gas there are no empty dorm rooms,"
from
the housing crisis,"
leaks and poor electrical wiring said. W. R. Bierbaum of the
continued Bierbaum, "has been
prevail.
University housing offices.
that many of the people of the
One coed said she heard of a
Bierbaum said there is still a list community really do want to help
gas leak problem in the apartment of students waiting to get into the
next. door, and after a new girl dotms. He said all of the women University students," he "has
moved in, awake11ed the girl in the applicants have been placed in been that many of the peopl~ of
middle of the night to make sure dorms, and he expects the men on the community have culled to tell
she was all right. The neighbor the waiting list to have dorm us that they have a room il1 their
f.old her not to sleep in the rooms shortly. "Fraternity rush homes to rent to students.
"All we have now is rooms for
apartment yet. A man from the takes some of the men out of the
rent.
It proves to me that the
gas company later told the girl dorms, and then we are able to
that if she had slept in the place the others who are on the people in the community really
do Want to help University
apartment through the night, she waiting list," he said.
students," he said.
probably never would have
The University has no definite
However, the existence of the
awakened.
plans for consttuction of dorms at student ghetto is an all too
Another coed said she lived in this time," continued Bierbaum.
an apartment behind a fraternity "We have long range plans to prominent factor. UNM students
house at one time, and awakened build on the area across from are still on the streets looking for
a home.

Thursday, September 17, 1970

Lobo photos by Mike Rowland

Located on Columbia and Lead, this house is a fair representation of
of several houses in the student ghetto. It has been occupied off and
on for the last years. In recent weeks children were seen playing in
front. The appearance has never changed for the better, as evidenced by
the modern plumbing facilities below.

Yale Park Denizens:
A Study in Egocentricity
(Editor's Note: For the past
several years UNM has been
blamed for anything and
everything that goes on in Yale
Park, Yet very few of the denizens
of the park are students. To find
out just who hangs out in the park
The Lol;lo sent a reporter out to
i11terview anyone who would talk
to a reporter. Here are her
impressions of the park people.)
By BUFFIE LANCASTER
Yale Park's conglomeration of
inhabitants have a lot in common:
indifference to school, politics,
ecological studies or almost any
intellectual pursuit; an addiction
to the world of drugs, if not to
drugs themselves, plus almost
total egocentricity.
Sonny, a 28-year-old man, had
been forced by financial

difficulties to quit school at 7 (he
doesn't regret it) and work, He is
now a ceramic tile setter who
could collect $200 a week in
salary but worlcs only long enough
to support himself and the many
"friends" who live with him, He
has never stayed more than two
years in any one place in his life.
He was in the park selling
records, planning to leave the next
day for Florida. He threw
cigarette butts on the ground, and
when asked what steps he would
advocate to clean up the
environment, he said he didn't
know and shrugged as if it didn't
matter at all.
A panhandler asked for money,
then said he didn't like it here.
Denver was much nicer because "I
made $4 to $5 a day panhandling

I

Nelson As·ks Baughman Boycott
Confoversial English Professor Accused of Harassing
President Eric Nelson
.m ASUNM
response to English Professor

no sweat! " he said proudly. His
jeans were patched with a flag on
the knee. When asked why he
wore the flag he looked blank and
said, "like wow, man, like, ...
well, you know ... ".
Jerry, a black man, 25, from
Philadelphia, asked for a place to
stay and a lead on a job. He
started talking, and for two full
hours tried as hard as he could to
explain how women were inferior
to men. He knew all the cliches by
heart: "Woman's place is in the
home," "women are inferior
because their brains are smaller,"
"women are emotional, men
intellectual," "women are the
weaker sex."
He also said he believed a white
man was "perhaps better than a
black one, but a white woman
isn't better!" Why? "Because,
honey, the Bible says so, and
that's the way it is." He then girl with a baby for hitchhiking
modified his statement about
had one foot in the street),
males, and said the black man's (she
and
the
girl swore at him and said
time hadn't come yet, "But it
"If
you
don't want us hitching,
will, baby, it will."
why
don't
you give us
Dave, an AWOL air force man, transportation, or
even a job?"
had enlisted six months ago to
When
asked
what
the
ticket was
avoid the draft, then decided he
for,
the
policeman
called
the girl a·
didn't like it. "They were trying
"dirty
hippy"
and
said
(to the
to bust me for dope, so I split."
reporter)
"print
that
in
your
lousy
He tried to pass himself off as paper!"
"hip," which contrasted sharply
Very few-if any of the people
with his military haircut and
sports clothes. He "dug" the park, at Yale Park are students. "I can;t
learn anything unless I do it with
but didn't know why.
my
own hands-so what good are
A policeman gave a ticket to a books
anyway?" said John, a

WHY WALK TO
YOUR NEXT
DEMONSTRATION
WHEN YOU
COULD RIDE?

Baughman down to the wire."
Nelson's call for the boycott
Ernest Baughman's insistance that was specifically prompted by a
long-haired or bearded students sit letter he received from one of
in the corners of his classroom Baughman's students, Donna
has called for a boycott· of th~ Hughart. In her letter Hughart
controversial professor's courses. outlined Baughman's opening day
The Baughman issue has lecture and offered some of her
smoldered for at least two years own observations.
but Nelson's statement marks the
" . . . he stated that good
first time that students have been grooming was the code of his
called on to take unified action. classroom. According to his
To the Lint)
standards good grooming means
Nelson said, "Students in his supporting and adhering to his
(Baughman's) classes must realize middle-class values of cleanliness.
that Baughman has refused to Another of his remarks was that
testify at Student Standards. women should not show so much
ASUNM has no power of review flesh during class hours. I presume
of faculty, therefore it is the he meant the thighs which are left
students in his classes that are uncovered as a result of the
being CllJled to the line.
miniskirt. He was also against
''Baughman's case will never be women wearing pants or men
Nelson continued ' wearing shorts as he didn't enjoy
,,settled,"
unless he is forced by the viewing a male's knobby, grubby
students in his classes to testify at legs. He topped it off by saying
a public hearing. We the students that anyone with long, stringy
not in his class have a right to hair was to sit on the far sides or
know if he is discriminating corners of the room out of his
against any one of us, and it is 'sight.'
necessary for students now
Burning Point
enrolled in his classes to boycott
"
..This was my burning
them until he agrees to a public point . . . three or four male
hearing. If students want to be students possessing long hair got
first class citizens they must bring up and walked out. I was shaking
with anger and I heard my voice
saying, 'They're human beings,
too!'
"This instructor said he was
exercising his right to 'dissent.'
)

..

~"

Lobo Photo by Tony Louderbough

24-year-old "traveler" from
Seattle who had quit school as a
sophomore in high school and has
sold drugs and "lived with
friends" ever since. Dusty, who
said she was "his woman," smiled
and nodded blankly. A fat,
nondescript 17 -year-old girl, she
had bumped into John in New
Orleans two years ago, and had
followed him around ever since.
When asked why she was in the
park, she answered, "John's
here." When asked if she loved
him, she shrugged and .replied,
"I'm his woman."
lt might seem to an outsider
that there is some bond holding
all the "freaks" tightly together.
There isn't. At least not when
someone needs help.
A man in his 30's, very clean
and well combed, was walking
aimlessly through the park.
Suddenly, he started retching and
shaking as if someone had fixed
strings to his body and was jerking
him violently around. He seemed
to have no control over his
movements at all. He tripped over
a circle of people smoking
marijuana. The boy he tripped
over looked up, totally without
interest.
As a summation of the
attitudes in the park, the boy on
the ground said "Eh! ", shrugged
and reached for the joint,

Peace of mind is yours ....

I'

Ex-Correspondent
New Instructor
In American Lit.

j!
rl

Thomas W. Mayer, a former
Vietnam correspondent, will
conduct a lecture course in
American Literature during the
1970-71 academic year.
Mayer first went to Vietnam as
a free lance writer financed by his
own funds; his second trip was as
a reporter for Playboy Magazine.
Mayer's varied career has also
found hitn as a professor of
fiction at the Institute Allende in
Mexico and as an instructor in an
experimental freshmen English
project at Stanford University.
Mayer has very strong
convictions about the Indochina
war but feels they cannot be
simply expressed. However, he
said, he is definitely opposed to
the war. "Since 1968," he says,
"President Nixon is just as
responsible for each death as the
man that pulls the trigger.''

This is fine, but does he have the
right to discriminate against a
student who prefers long hair to
short hair? Furthermore, he
stressed the fact that it was his
classroom. Is it not also the
students' classroom? After all
they have paid the tuition which
helps pay his salary but they are
being denied the right of free
expression to dress and groom as
they wish. No one tells him to get
out of sight because he wears a
business suit."
Hughart's letter is only the
latest complaint in a long string of
public and private grievances
against Baughman which go back
as far as the fall of 1968.
At that time Paul Lott (now
graduated) wrote a letter to The
Lobo that was highly critical of
Baughman's classroom
restrictions. In his letter Lott
related much of what the Hughart
letter says. Lett, how ever,
challenged Baughman's policies
directly. When Lott confronted
Baughman over what effect
ignorance of the restrictions
would have on his grade,
Baughman replied, "Stay around
and find out.'' Lott decided not
to take Baughman's advice,
transfered into another class and
dropped the issue after writing his
letter.
Last spring Bonner-Kaufman
became something of a household

word at UNM after William
Bonner and Jon Kaufman
attempted to file a grievance
against Baughman.
Formal Complaint
Bonner and Kaufman
attempted to file a formal
complaint against Baughman after
hearing a talk similar to the one
Lott and Hughart heard on the
first day of class. At that time
Kaufman had planned to transfer
into Baughman's class and gave
this account: "Baughman called
the role and asked if there were
any other students planning to
register for the class. I raised my
hand, he recorded my name and
.then he said, 'You can stay in the
class if you sit in the front corner
where you will not be easily
seen-because you are an
eyesore.' "
At that point Kaufman walked
out accompanied by Bonner.
Bonner said he had decided to
ignore Baughman's original
remarks but decided to leave after
hearing the dialog between
Kaufman and Baughman. Both
dropped the class.
Ferreting out a body that
would give them a hearing proved
to be a troublesome task for
Bonner and Kaufman because
there was literally no established
channel for lodging Complaints
against faculty members. At
present there is still no

appropriate channel.
Undaunted
Undaunted, the students
continued to knock on
administrative doors and finally
won a pseudo-hearing with the
Student Standards Committee.
Student Standards had been set
up to deal with purely student
discipline matters but agreed to
listen to the complaint, Standards
heard the evidence in what they
termed a "hypothetical case" but
ruled that no action could be
taken since Bonner and Kaufman
were no longer enrolled in the
course. However, they added, had
the students remained enrolled in
the course they would indeed find
that Baughman had exceeded the
limits of his classroom authority.
Baughman had been invited to
appear but did not and it is
doubtful that Student Standards
could have made any punishment
stick.
Nelson says the inability of
students to file claims against
anyone but fellow students led to
his call for the boycott, which he
hopes will end in a public hearing
with Baughman as a principal
participant.
In the meantime, Nelson has
called a meeting of all Baughman
students tomorrow at 10 a.m.
Baughman once again had "no
comment" when queried on tl~e
matter by The Lobo,

GOOD THINGS
DO COME TRUE!
ENJOY VIBRANT MUSIC FROM "MODULAIRE" AM/FM

so
Brotherhood of Life

FINAL RECORD SALE
all albums to go by Saturday

LET

List Price -- Sale Price

Prepared for every course with

BARNES & NOBLE
COLLEGE OUTLINE SERIES

famous educational paperbacks perfect for learning
and reviewing. Over 100 titles on the following subjects:

ANTHROPOLOGY
ART
BUSINESS
DRAMA
ECONOMICS'
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
ENGLISH
GOVERNMENT
1-JISTORY

LANGUAGES
LITERATURE
MATHEMATICS
MUSIC
PHILOSOPHY
PSYCHOLOGY
SCIENCE
SOCIOLOGY
SPEECH
STUDY AIDS

KEYED TO YOUR TEXTS
ON DISPLAY AT

associated students
bookstore
GROUND FLOOR
P,age 2

RECREATIONAL PRODUCTS

76-02 Northern Blvd.
Jackson Heights, N. Y. 11372

I am Interested In the Cadet II line ot
minibikes. Please send free catalog.

Name

NEW MEXICO UNION

IT

Model #251X list Price $149.95
Student Discount Price $126.00
Shipped Freight Pre-Paid

The Cadet II provides more
than basic transportation.
It's fun. For the pragmatic, it's
efficient. For those Who have
a questionable mechanical
aptitude, it comes fully
assembled and requires only
the most basic care (like
putting in oil and gas).
The Cadet II is already an
established success, even
among the anti-establishment.
Probably because It's cheap.
The Noli center at your college
book store has the information.
If they're closed (these are
economically perilous times)
send the coupon or order
directly.

Address

277-2826

$4.98
$5.98
$6.98
dbls.

This is the END

HAPPEN

110 DJrlrtlOUlh S.E.

123 Broadway, S.E.

Ride the "green one".•.
to the College and Career department. Look for the
green "First Baptist Church" bus on Sunday mornings, Bus
schedule: Coronado Hall, 9:05; Hokona Hall, 9:1 0; and
Baptist Student Center, 9:15. Return to campus at 12:10.
It's free, of course.
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$3.50
$4.00
$5.00
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Albuquerque, N.M., 87106
Editorial Phone ( 505)
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The New Mexico Lobo Is
published daily every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
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UNM. Pl'lnted by the UNM Prlntl~g
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at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106, Subscription rate is $7 for
the academic year,
The opinions expressed on the
editorial pages of The Lobo arc
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edt to rial board of The Lobo,
Nothing necessarily represents the
views of the Associated Students or
the University of New Mexico.

Turn on with this complete 4-piece stereo system and
hear it like it is! Powerful IS-watt receiver, 4-speed
automatic changer, 2 matched acoustic suspension
speakers. Separate bass and treble controls satisfy even
• 6315 Lomas N.E.
Phone: 265-1517

129·

65

the most demanding listener. Doesn't cop out in the
looks department either! It's tastefully enclosed in
compact low-silhonette oiled walnut cabinetry ... so
there's plenty left over for the eyes! 12-1471

• The Mall Shopping Center
.2264 Wyoming Blvd N.E.
!)hone: 296-5744

• 401 Copper Ave. N.W.
4th "·CopperN.W.
.1e: 24 7-3828

• Also In Santa Fe
208 W. San Francisco St.
Phone: 983-3747
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World
News

Nixon Draws Obscenities
MANHATTAN, Kan.-President Nixon, making a rare visit to a
college, declared Wednesday "destructive activists" should be cleared
from the nation's campuses. He was heckled by a small group of the
youths he criticized.
In some of his toughest remarks so far on radical dissent on campus,
the President told a Kansas State University audience of 15,500 that
responsible students must "stand up and be counted."
· "Only they can save higher education in America," Nixon said. "It
cannot be saved by government. To attempt to blame government for
all the woes of the universities is to seek an excuse, not a reason, for
their troubles."
As he spoke, a group of youths shouted obscenities. Although their
number was small, their voices in the college fieldhouse were loud.
"The destructive activists at our colleges and universities are a small
minority," Nixon said over the hecklers' remarks. "But their voices
have been allowed to drown out the responsible majority.

Agnew Heckled
MIDLAND, Mich.-Vice President Spiro T. Agnew, making like a
bandleader, kept time on an airport hangar podium Wednesday for a
band of obscenity-chanting hecklers who tried to drown out his words.
He told them, "You're pathetic."
The Vice President scored "dissident elements-the carpers and
complainers, the runner-downers" as he wound up his first campaign
tour of the fall election battle with an airport rally here and a GOP
fund-raising dinner in Grand Rapids, Mich., Wednesday night.
Three times the chants of about 100 hecklers threatened to drown
A.gnew's words and the cheers of most of the 6000 persons who greeted
the Vice President at Tri-Cities Airport near Midland.
Twice, Agnew interrupted his speech to respond directly to their
shouted obscenities, and on the third occasion he ad Jibbed a
conclusion as the crowd roared.
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Independence Day

A mariachi band and several speakers appeared on the mall
throughout Wednesday in celebration of the 147th anniversary of
Mexican independence.

Pesticide in Midwest Grass
May Produce Birth Defects
WASHINGTON (CPS)- The
next load of marijuana from the
Midwest may contain a pesticide
which a government commission
recommended "should be
immediately restricted to prevent
risk of human exposure" because
it is possible the pesticide causes
birth defects.
Under a joint effort of the
Bureau of Narcotics and
Dangerous Drugs (BNDD) and the
Extension Service of the
Agricultural Service, farmers
throughout the Midwest are being
urged by county agents to spray
the pesticide 2, 4-D on wild
marijuana crops. A major effort is
underway in 20 counties in 10
Midwestern states, but the
program is nationwide, said
George H. Gaffney, a project
officer for the attempt to destroy
marijuana.
Birth Defects
There has been no research on
the effects of 2, 4-D when
smoked, as might be done by a
person using marijuana which had
previously been sprayed with the
pesticide. But there has been
research on the effect of 2, 4-D
when ingested. The research
caused the Commission on
Pesticides and their Relationship
to Environmental Health
(commonly known as the Mrak
Commission), to recommend that
"the use of currently registered
pesticides to which humans are
exposed and which are found to
cause birth defects . . • in one or
more mammalian species should
be immediately restricted to
prevent risk of human exposure."
That recommendation sprang
from a study by the Bionetics
Research Lab which found
significant relationships between
birth defects and ingestion of
several esters of 2, 4-D by female
mice, hamsters, and chickens. The
commission recommended further

research on the other esters of the
pesticide.
Smoking
The ester of 2, 4-D depends on
the substance it is immersed in for
spraying. The test results indicate
that which ester is used may make
a difference in possible dangers
from the pesticide, but the
campaign being run by the federal
government does not mention the
possible hazards of the various
esters.
It is possible that 2, 4-i:> may be
even more dangerous when
smoked, according to Joseph
McLaughlin Jr., a researcher for
the Food and Drug
Administration and co-chairman
of the Mrak Commission's
Advisory Panel on Teratogenicity
(causing birth defects) of
Pesticides. "If 2, 4-D didn't break
down, from the heat, and I don't
think it would," he says, "it
would go directly to your
bloodstream from the lungs."
Since the stomach's defenses are
bypassed, McLaughlin thinks
more 2, 4-D will probably get into
the bloodstream, thus increasing
the danger of birth defects.
Unlike DDT, 2, 4-D does not
build up in the body, and leaves
within a few weeks. Therefore,
only pregnant women or women
who will become pregnant within
a couple of weeks need worry
about the possibilities of
consuming 2, 4-D.
Visible Evidence
Len Bickwit, the chief counsel
for a senate subcommittee, said
testimony developed at hearings
on 2, 4-D convinces him that "it
seems unreasonable to sanction
the use of 2, 4-D for any
purpose."
When sprayed on grass, the 2
4-D will cause the dope to Lur~
brown and shrivel, probably
within four days to a week. This
means it would be entirely

kopy korner
riigh Speed XEROX COP JES-Se-No Limit
special rates for dissertations-required paper supplied free
SIMMS BUILDING other locations in Winrock Center,
National Building 8. 120 Madeira NE

possible that the grass could be
picked and smoked after spraying
but before the effects showed.
Since grass is generally
purchased in small bags in crushed
form , it is possible that the
purchaser would not be able to
tell if the dope had been sprayed
even after it had browned.
Once sprayed, the pesticide will
stay in the plant for a matter of
weeks arid in the ground around
the plant for up to a year. It will
take several years of spraying to
totally destroy an area, since some
plants will be missed and some
seeds stay in the ground for
several years before germinating.
Ridiculous Doses
Despite the fact the Food and
Drug Administration is currently
conducting further tests on the
safety of 2, 4-D, Gaffney was not
aware of any problem when he
was asked if there were any health
dangers in using 2, 4-D. He
suggested the Department of
Agriculture might know more.
Fred Shirley of the Department
of Agriculture stated that the
doses used in the animals were
"ridiculously high :•

Coach Denies
Report
Freshman football coach Jerry
Hardy yesterday denied that he
had directed members of the
freshman football team to be at
the Sunport to quell any
disturbances that might arise upon
the arrival of Vice President Spiro
Agnew.
The Lobo had reported
Wednesday that one member of
the team was at the airport
"because the coach told us to be
here."
Hru:dy told The Lobo, "I don't
think I have any comment on
that, I don't know anything about
it," when asked whether there was
any validity in reports from the
players that they were directed to
attend Agnew's arrival.
Hardy ndded that "I don't
know who could have organized
it. It was beyond my knowledge."

As I stated in my first column,
there are usually quite a few
things going on in any given
period that are worthy of one's
time, depending on your interests.
I try to keep abreast of them all
(Women's Lib should pardon the
expression), but if anyone knows
of some worthy goings-on which
, may not be well-publicized, by all
means give The Lobo office a call
and leave details. Little-known
· :_ events are often some of the best.
If I agree that it sounds pretty
groovy, I'll be )!lore than happy to
give it a plug-more for the
benefit of the student population
' than of those involved in that
particular affair. People wanting
UNM students to know about
.large, well-known events should
I call, too-anyone (myself) who
forgets about Santa Fe's fiesta and
the burning of Zozobra until the
day after, shouldn't be left
The Lobo has planned on completely to his own devices.
having a 12-page paper on
Newton Minnow, and a million
Thursdays, but for various reasons other people, are right-television
it didn't materialize this week. is a vast wasteland, this season
When it does happen, there will be certainly being no exception. One
room for a full page of reviews. 13-week sr:ries which promises to
For now, I will have to be content be a very bright spot is titled
with setting down random "Civilization"-an examination of
thoughts on various subjects. (I the products (paintings,
have be en accused of having a r chit e c t u r e , 1 iter at u r e,
nothing but random thoughts philosophy, etc.) of Western
anyway.)
civilization, along with a

capsulization of the history of the
era being examined each show.
Although it will be aired on
educational stations, NBC thought
so much of it they gave an hour
last week to a preview of it. It
seems to be quite worthy on
many counts, and could best be
appreciated with a color set. Find
a rich friend once a week.
A consistent redeemer of the
vast wasteland is a young fellow
named Dick Cavett. Even if you
never turn your television on
before 10:30 every night, he's
worth the price of the set. If
you've seen Johnny Carson and
are soured on talk shows, forget
it. Cavett's show has very, very
little of the inaneness that'
permeates Carson and his guests.
Besides being an intellectual and
witty host, Cavett has a talen for
picking excellent guests. One
recent show featured Chet
Huntley, Raquel Welch, Janis
Joplin, and Douglas Fairbanks Jr.
He's had Janis on several times, as
well as John Sebastian, the
Jefferson Airplane, a Black
Panther and the (black, woman)
head of the American Civil
Liberties Union, national
chairwoman of the Daughters of
the American Revolution, Little
Richard, Abbie Hoffman, his
brother Dustin, Attorney General
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Enrollment Increase Tops Forecast
UNM officials were caught by
surprise by the 14 per cent
enrollment increase this fall. The
increased enrollment might boost
the student population over the
17,0 0 0 mark, and classroom,
housing and parking facilities
already show the strains of the
unexpected new students.
UNM Relgistar J.C. MacGregor
said, "Final figures including late
registrants aren't available yet but
we already show a 1731 increase
over last year's figures. The Board
of Educational Finance (BEF)
planned for a six percent increase
in the student population, but we
show almost a 14 percent increase
totalling 16,001 students so far."
MacGregor also said there is
"more than normal growth and
students can't get much in the
way of classes, housing and
parking."
UNM Comptroller Carroll Lee
said budget shortages are "hurting
most in the instructional and
classroom areas." One temporary
method to take pressure off the
budget squeeze would be to
"increase class sizes" said Lee. He
said the administration must and
will come up with the extra
money for needed facilities, but it
"may be a little tight."
Lee said "the increase surprised

everybody" but the
administration "must somehow
insure adequate funding for UNM
students' education."
Figures show the major increas
in full time student enrollment is
in the freshman class. Upper class
registration exceeded expected
numbers but was nearer the
predicted six percent.
New Union Director Ronald
Baum admits having problems
getting students served in the
cafeteria facilities and said it is "a
hassle." Baum said he didn't know
whether the new students "just
weren't familiar with cafeteria
procedures or there were just too
many of them to handle."
ASUNM President Eric Nelson
was asked to create a committee
to analyze and suggest
improvements for Union
procedures, said Baum .
William Bierbaum, director of
auxiliaries and services, said
off-campus housing is much
harder to find this fall but "we
will be able to accommodate all
students who want dormitory
housing.'' In reply to the urgent
need for off-campus housing
many Albuquerque residents with
rooms to rent have contacted the
housing office, Bierbaum said.
"We have more single rooms

off-campus available than we have
a demand for, but the group
housing is much more difficult (to
find) than normal."
An officer from the campus
police department said more
parking permits have been issued
this year than last fall, especially
for staff members. Final counts
for the number of permits issued
will not be available until after
late registration.

John Mitchell, and on and on.
'''l'HE Y ARDBIRDS' '-The
Three times he has spent the Yardbirds (Epic/EG30135). A
entire 90 minutes with Orson double album of 20 songs, this is
Welles, Rarely does he have a dull sort of a "greatest hits" album, ·
or insipid show.
but more than that. The
A premiere live event is coming Yardbirds have been defunct for a
to Popejoy Hall Sflpt. 22-the .. few years now, and toward the
performance of dancer Edward end of their existence, with many
Villella. No matter if you're a personnel changes, they had lost
dance freak from way back or much of their former excellence
know nothing about the art-if anyway. But the early Yardbirds
you miss this, you've missed The produced such stellar musicians as
Event for Albuquerque for the Eric Clapton, Jeff Beck and
last several years, and probably Jimmy Page, and this album is
several to come. He is at least the clear evidence that they produced
best on this side of the Atlantic, the finest and most progressive
and has been called the most music of that time. If the fact that
superb athlete in America-no Epic has released a double album
mean distinction when you think for a long-dead group doesn't
about it. Unfortunately, the convince you they were years
performance is almost sold out ahead of their time, one listen to
already-the entire floor section it will.
went before the first day of sales
"TO MUM, FROM A YNSLEY
was over. Get in however you can: AND THE BOYS"-Aynsley
you may not get another chance Dunbar Retaliation (Blue
to see him in person. The man is Thumb/BTS 16). The best album
of the most unnoticed (and
astounding and beautiful.
A couple of other upcoming possibly the best) English blues
events are the Andre Maurice group. The cover, picturing them
(trumpet virtuoso) concert, Sept. in 1955 greaser regalia, belies the
18 at 8:15 p.m. in the recital hall, contents, but grows on you until
and the Classics Theater's it becomes as dear as the
"Merchant of Venice" incredible music within. "Down,
production, Sept. 24-26 at Down, Down" should freak
Popejoy. And, of course, whatever anyone uut, no matter. what their
is showing in the art museum tastes. "DOCTOR DUNBAR'S
(across from Popejoy Hall) is PRESCRIPTION" (Blue
usually worth a visit.
Thumb/BTS 6) is almost as good.
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Buy One TACO~
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6et One FREFvJTACO
Both Locations

1830 Lomas NE
2308 Eubank NE

Offer good
only
~

Sept, 17-18
1970

AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
PRESENT

THE CLASSICS THEATER
PRODUCTION OF

THE MERCHANT
of
VENICE
September 24, 25,26-8:15 P.M.
Special Matinee September 25-3: 15 P.M.
Tickets $3.00, $2.50, $2.00
Students with Activity Cards

1!2 PRICE
Special Faculty/Staff Rate

1!2 PRICE

STEREO SOUND IS OUR SPECIALTY
Complete line of tape recorders, amplifiers, receivers, record players and
speakers.
All Sizes and Prices
Come by and see our custom sound room for optimum comparisons

SALES
5003 Menaul NE

SERVICE
Open9-7

Fri. 'til9 PM

268-4227

by ER,ICH SEGAL

Box Office Open Noon-S :30 P.M.
/

Tel. 277-3121

New Mexico Book Company
89 Winrock Center

298-1828
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Elect Carter President

Intramural Program Begins
With Chairmen's Meeting
Alan Carter of Lambda Chi entries are to be turned in at the
Alpha was elected president of the intramural office, room 13,
Intramural Council last night as Johnson Gymnasium. Hunt
th!l council held its organizational suggested that the chairmen of
organizations submit entries for
meeting.
Two motions were introduced all the sports that it intends to
by Dave Heisler of Coronado enter as soon as possible. The
Dorm, but both were tabled until deadline schedule for entries will
the next meeting when a roll of be posted on the bulletin board at
the intramural chairmen could be the southwest corner of Johnson
taken. Heisler's first motion was Gym and also well in advance of
to split the President's the deadline in The Lobo
Trophy-significant of the
Score submission-The winner
all-university champtionship-into of any event is responsible for
three categories: fraternity, submitting the results. Failure to
independent and dorm.
do so will result in a double
The second motion was to do forfeit
away with participation points.
Forfeits-A man or team
Participation points are given if a forfeiting any scheduled event will
team or man enters a sport and lose his organization's 10 entry
does not forfeit. Heisler argued
that the participation point
system promoted entries for the
good of an organization rather
than a true interest in the sport.
Both motions will be voted on at
the next meeting, Oct. 6.
David Hunt, chairman of the
Repeat Championship?
intramural department, explained
Frank
Kush, Arizona State
the general policies of the
coach,
was
talking
about being the
department and listed the four
main obligations of the intramural WAC pre-season favorite. "If we
successfully defend, it will be a
chairmen:
En try submission-Intramural miracle," he said. "We must travel
chairmen are responsible for to both Laramie and Tucson. We
meeting each sport's deadline. The have never won anything but one

HUGE

&
STEREO

WILD DISCOUNTS
RECORDS & TAPES

SPEEDY SERVICE· SEND FOR

Student Paper at ASU

scanning

,

•

YOUR FREE LIST

THE STUDENT STORE
P.O. IIOX 64
REDONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA
90277
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ADDRESS
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All the New Mexico sports media will be happy when
pomts plus an additional 10 Sunday arrives. There is nothing more trying to a sportswriter
points penaity.
Protests-A protest is to be than to be biding his time from day to day, trying to avoid a
submitted in writing within 24 direct prediction about the upcoming success or failure of the
hours of the violation.
hometown (or in this case, local university) football team.
The rules for the flag football
On Sunday we will have a score in black and white and a
season were discussed and the
recollection
of every play that happened the night before. No
reasoning for all rule changes was
longer must we rely on the coach so much for an evaluation
explained.
Besides the election of Carter, of personnel and the team as a whole. Coaches have a nasty
the council elected Dan McLean habit of concealing what their team really possesses although
(NROTC) vice president and it is granted that sometimes they just don't really know
Ralph Stevenson· (Alpha Tau
themselves. It is amazing what just one game against another
Omega) secretary.
The council also voted a protest school can tell.
committee into office. Elected
Indications out of the spring camp were very encouraging.
were Rick Wright (Phi Delta The staff had a fine recruiting year the year before, although
Theta), Hank Mitchell (NECEP),
Jim Hanks (Tewa) and Shep the freshmen record was somewhat of a disappointment at
2-2. Only 10 lettermen were graduating, and there were seven
Smith (Alpha Tau Omega).
anxious redshirts to ease that pain. There were 30 lettermen
back. It looked like the Lobos, who had won the last three
out of four games in 1969, would have depth for the first
time in many seasons.
When the summer practices got underway, four junior
college transfers showed up. They made the prospects look
that much better.
dual wrestling meet in Laramie
About this time a little thing called hospitalization set Ken
since the formation of the league,
and some of our best teams have
Ross, a top-notch safety man who was injured early last year,
been disintegrated in Tucson."
was redshirted after the knee injury did not heal properly.
Tom
McBee has an infection on the covering of the heart and
Site Changes
may not play this season. Reserve quarterbacks Frank
Two changes have been made in
sites of WAC championships this
Gorman and Larry Korpitz were hurt in back-to-back
year, Commissioner Wiles Hallock
practices. Jack Conners decided to concentrate on baseball,
has announced. The crosscountry
Randy Rhynes and Howard Ware of the offensive backfield
championships is moving from
quit, and suddenly the depth chart resembled more of a
Arizona to Texas-El Paso on Nov.
two-deep chart.
14, while the wrestling meet has
been shifted from Texas-El Paso
To make matters worse, Harry Price was unable to perform
(which has dropped the sport) to
100 percent on his bad knee, and on the advice of his
Wyoming on March 5-6.
hometown doctor, he dropped football for the year.
So coach Rudy Feldman is now confronted with a
Heavy
Defensive tackle Kerry Eskeli, a
depleted team. A WAC newsletter says of the Lobos, "No
shot-putter on the Lobo track
WAC team has been hit so hard with injuries and dropouts as
team in the spring, caused some
New Mexico. The Lobos lost four starters before practice
consternation when no scale could
be found to weigh him. A scale began." The scat sheet also points out that there are only 67
finally was located at Presbyterian players practicing, while other conference clubs have 90 and
Hospital and Eskeli was duly up.
recorded at 338 pounds. That is
On the bright side, ignoring the injury list, is a host of
the weight on the roster, but
talented, veteran performers. The defensive line and the
rumor has Kerry down to a mere
linebackers
are the same group that finished up the season
328.
last year. If two inexperienced defensive backs can play up to
their potential, the Lobo defense may startle the conference.
On offense, sensation Rocky Long has gained the
confidence to be a genuine do-it-all quarterback. Long
handles the team well and is excellent in the basics. He has
perfected the option play and has gained the respect of his
teammates as a great one. In Rocky's backfield are three
highly regarded runners-Sam Scarber, Fred Henry and Nate
McCall (one of the four JC transfers).
The offensive line does not have the experience which the
defense has. The competition has been fierce for starting
slots, and competition breeds good players.
The Lobos go into battle Saturday with enough talent to
win against ISU. The depth problem may catch up later in
the season, but I rate the Lobos as six point favorites against
the Cyclones.

Named to Who's Who

Student Government

UNM professor Archie Bahm a
faculty member since 1948, has
been named in the 1970-71 issue
of "Who's Who in America".
Bahm's primary interest in the
past several years has been
oriental philosophy. He used his
sabbatical leaves to become a
Fulbright Research Scholar in
Buddhist philosophy at the
University of Rangoon, Burma.
He also has done research in India.
As a result of his studies in the
Far East, Bahm has written several
books including "Philosophy of
Buddha" and "Yoga for Business
Executives." Bahm also edits and
publishes the biennial "Directory
of American Philosophers".

All applicants for positions in
student government from last
spring who have not been
interviewed by Eric Nelson, come
to the ASUNM offices Monday,
Wednesday or Friday from 8 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. Positions are still
available on the committee on
public affairs.

Radio Club
The UNM Amateur Radio Club
requests that all interested
students, staff or faculty contact
the club through M.D. Bradshaw
at the electrical engineering
building •or phone 277-4309. If
unable to contact him please leave
your name and address at the
activities center in the Union.

Sports

USE Til
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«::arnpus Briefs

Kiva Club
An organizational meeting of
the Kiva Club will be held
Thursday, Sept. 17 at 7 p.m. at
the Indian Studies Center, 1812
Las Lomas NE. All Indian
students and interested
non-Indian students are invited to
attend.

SRA Meeting
Students fpr Responsible
Action will meet Thursday, 7 p.m.
in room 250-C of the Union.

Circle K
Circle K, a men's service club,
has announced it will begin
holding weekly meetings
Thursdays at 9:15 p.m. at the
lobby of the Union ballroom.
Anyone in teres ted in serving the
campus, community and country
and unable to attend the meeting
should contact Circle K President
Phil Scott at 243-2698.

Coronado Hall Dance
The Coronado Board of
Governors has announced it will
hold a free street dance on Friday,
Sept. 18 from 8 to 12 p.m. The
location is in front of Coronado
Hall and music will be provided
by Plain Jane.

Poetry Anthology
Any student wishing to submit
his or her poetry to the College
Students' Poetry Anthology
should do so by Nov. 5. Shorter
works are preferred due to space
limitations. All entrants should
also submit the name of their
English instructor. All works
should be sent to: National Poetry
Press, 3210 Selby Ave., Los
Angeles, Calif. 90034.

RHC Elections
R HC elections will be held
Friday at lunch and dinner at La
Posada and Hokona for delegates
to RHC.

Orchestra Audition
Yoshimi Takeda, resident
conductor fOl' the Albuquerque
Symphony Orchestra, will have
auditions for members of the
orchestra Oct. 1 and 2 in the Fine
Arts Center from 6:30.p.m. to 10
p.m.
The Orchestra w.ill audition any
interested musician who plays
string, percussion, woodwind or
brass instruments. More
information may be obtained
from orchestra President H. T.
Payne at 299-2490.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word miniWHERE: Journalism Building. Room
mum ($1.40) per time run. If ad is to
159, afternoona Preferably or mail.
run five or more consecutive days with
no changes the rate is reduced to 5c
Classified Advertising
Per word and the minimum number of
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pannent must be made In full prior to Insertion of advertisement.

Girl's Golf
The girl's golf team has
scheduled a meeting for any
in terest ed undergraduate girls.
The meeting will take place at the
south course clubhouse at 3:30
P·m · on S ep t · 17 ·

Subiect to Censorship

-;;1):-:::::==:P:::E-:R=S::,O:,:N~A~L=S~=......,.--,

TYPING. ffiM electric typewriter. Near
University. 256-3181. 9/25

FIGHTING THE ESTABLISHMENT the
JegaJ way Is expensive. Dispositions may
run $5,000. Help the bayonetted strike victims-donations returned when we wi~.
Send to: ''Bloody Friday" c/o Attorney
Lew. 8624 Menaul NE. 9/23
THUNDERBIRD--UNM's creative literary
nnd art magazine-now accepting staff
nppllcations. Rm. 205 Journalism Bldg.
NOTICE: ALL CLASSIFIED ADS must be
in by 3 p.m. to run the following day•
COLLEGE INN BARBERSHOP - new
hours: MWFSat 8 :30-6 :45, TTh 9:305: 45.243·0003. 308 Ash NE. 9/21
TWO MED. STUDENTS need coed to cook
dinners in exchange !or free chow and
good company. Call Chuck or Mike at 2660200.9/18
INTERROBANG-Chriatlan Celebration o!
Hope-Saturday eveningo 11:15 p.m .•
Alumni ChapeL 9-18

5)

2)

LOST&FOUND

FOUND: STUDENT ID No. 361-34-8496
David H. Phillips. Pick up in Rm. 205,

J ournnlism.

3)

SERVICES

OM SHANT!. Let un turn you on to yoga,
meditation, nwnrcnCS3. New classes, student rates. YOGA, 8219 Burton SE 2654900. 9/23
AUTO REPAIR, tunc-ups, brakes. Lowest
prices. BRONSON AUTO SERVICE
247-3102. 9/22

FORSALE

THREE BEDROOM BRICK HOUSE with
fil~eplnce. Three blocks !rom campus.
Present loan 5%%. $16,000. Call Stephen
247-2545 or note to P.O. Box 4186, Albuquerque. 9/28
1946 JEEP, GREAT SHAPE. CJ2A old
classic model, 4w drive, automatic hubs,
roll bar, t<Jw bar. Call Jon at 265-9218.
19G9 KAWASAKI 500 cc (1970 colors) 500
miles-$660.00.

See

at

Cycle Ace. at Carlisle and Central NE
or 299-7974 after 7 p.m. 9/22
BEAUTIFUL, nil white. fluft'y MalamuteGreat Pyrenees puppy !or sale. $36. Call
256-0688 after 5 p.m. ( 4 months old).
9/21
1968 SUZUKI T200 mot<Jrcycle. $260. Excellent condition. Riebnrd-247-4124 anytime. 9/21
200 USED TV's-rul styles. $16 up. 4U
Wyoming NE. 266-6987. 10/9

6)

7)

J;eg.

El~0 ~ds

!i1·tj~C

EROS
ADULT THEATRE

DANCING NIGHTLY
At the Southwest
No.#l Rock & Soul
Night Club
4100 Central S.E.

51 B Central S.W.
Ph. 243-0033
Movie Continuous-lobby Book
Stare New Open. Aclult Books,

Magazines, Smm Film
Open 7 am lo Midnite
Quarter Arcade

Admission $4.00 (Movie)

PaUL NEWMaN

as

COOL HaND WKE

Frye Boots
Olympic Sports

("What
we've got ASUNM Film Committee
here is
Sat. a Suu.. 7:00 a 10:00 p.m.
soc plus Student m
a failure to
communicate.11 )

"""Woodstock

6.98

•••.•

clwo8c
ct"Z~mP~<ik 'i'ccardinu tepair und
i#~td,U#tww f(U{.liti(ls.
·

i

:-:::.

:

_.-:·_·:-..

2931 Monte Vista N"E.
On the triangle

CO•STAM!NG

GEORGE KENNEDY· J.D. CANNON '""" """ ..,uwo•o ·"'"""'""'""JO VAN FLEET ~
Screenplay by DONN

Prod"ed by GORDON CARROll

PEARCE and FRANK R. PIERSON· OiJecled tySTUART ROSENBERG

At the Circus

;:·.·.··

I
I

ASUNM Film
Committee

On the triangle

VI

TECHNICDLOR"' PANAVJSIDII* FROM WARNER BROS. ·SEVEN ARTS

,,•

[<=.·· .. ··.~~); ~A~~rid~td/M(W<it Charge

The

Starring
~arx Brothers

• Friday, Sept. 18
7 & 10 p.m.

I

(i

I.D. Required

NEW MEXICO

'tono

II
ll

L

fj

50¢

.I

. F1age 6

(4-7 prn)

SHARE DRIVING from Santa. Fe? Leave
message on law school bulletin boanl.
Patty Hunt. 9/lB

9.95

·lr!.1'11f&1iist6Jtbe/l)rc
· ·~·~ · · · · fJOiJ~ tttpcs 11au
to .. chao$~·

Albuquerque Sunport

Every Nite

MISCELLANEOUS

Twin Pack --~------ .. 8.99

reg.

The University of New Mexico

lOc Beer

EMPLOYMENT

-New Cldeag(}

',-+Cre~!i!lce(ilearwater
Coont<J'a Facm~;y ~~-~- 3.99

Third ;~~nd Central NW

Newburn denied a committee
recommendation that "the
primary purpose of a student
newspaper is to serve as a medium
of student communications~

AMBITIOUS married couples-part-time
work. Full time money. 247-8179. 9/23
HELP WANTED-male, part-time. Apply
in verson nt Der WeJnerechnitzeJ, 4201
Central Ave. NE. 9/18

Double Album.~~--·--- 9.95
reg. 17.95

AMERICAN BANK OF CCMME&':ICE

Proof of Age Required

The committee appointed by
Newburn filed its
recommendations on April 16.
Newburn said "the decisions on
the content of the State Press will
normally be in the hands of the
editor". Any material the advisor
may find objectionable will be
discussed with the editor, but "if
not successful in such efforts the
advisor will have the authority to
withhold such items until the
board acting as publisher, can
make a final decision."

Ecology Films

Frye Boots

2931 Monte Vista N.E.

Mexico

TWO lOCATIONS:
518 CENTRAl S.W. ALSO
6616 CENTRAL S.E.
255·0892
(ACROSS FROM FAIRGROUNDS)
Minimum Ago 21 Years Old

decision to cease printing
advertisements for x-rated movies.

Phi Sigma Biological Society is
sponsoring two free films on
ecology "Multiply and Subdue
the Earth" and "The Gift" at 7
p.m. Saturday in room 100 of the
biology building.

Olympic Sports

You'll flnd the campus bank is Convenient and Inexpensive . . .
located in the Student Union next to the book store . , , nc~ monthly·
service charge ... no minimum balance required. Pay only $2.50
for a Book of 25 Personalized checks with FREE checkbook cover
a1tractively designed with LOBO emblem.

New

Arizona State University
President Harry K. Newburn said
the student newspaper, the State
Press, will continue operation this
year under "so-called censorship"
of the mass communications
department.
Newburn said the censorship
will involve any material the
advisors consider "libelous or
clearly not in the best interests of
the University" but would avoid
prior censorship.
I This statement was part of a six
page memorandum answering the
findings of the faculty-student
committee appointed last fall. The
appointment of the committee to
investigate the operation of the
I State Press came as a direct result
of the firing and rehiring of Larry
Ross, the editor of the State Press.
Ross was fired last Oct. 10 after a
dispute with the Student Board of
Publications over an article which
appeared in the Press criticizing
Eugene C. Pulliam.
Pulliam, the editor-publisher of
the Arizona Republic and Phoenix
Gazette, received criticism from
the State Press because of his

Thursday, September 17, 1970
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Editorial:
Plastic
Radicals
Well, UNM's little band of alleged
"radicals," erstwhile members of the
intelligentsia, have started the year
off· as expected-by making silly
asses of themselves.
Tuesday night at a fund-raising
rally for the Vice President of the
United States this well-known band
of 50 ran around in front of the
Civic Auditorium screaming the
standard obscenities and trying to
provoke a confrontation with the
bored police. But when the police
shoved a few of them back and,
looked cross-eyed at the others the
"demonstrators" proved the strength
of their convictions by retreating and
leaving entirely after a few more
minutes of vulgar fulminations.
If this impressed anyone they
aren't saying.
The whole episode would have
made good slapstick comedy if it

weren't so unfortunate. It's
unfortunate that the real radicals,
and even the honest liberals, have
allowed this puny, analphabetic
cabal to usurp honest action and
questioning in favor of shouting
obscenities. (The Lobo is not
opposed to the occasional use of a
dirty word, but we do believe the
educational 8ystem has failed when a
supposedly college-level student is
totally unable to express
himself-even occasionally-in some
other manner.)
It is disconcerting that, at a time
when strong, forthright, dedicated
radical leadership is needed, a few
naive, publicity hounds have filled
the "leadership" vacuum.
Instead of confronting the police
and sappy Spiro solemnly and with
conviction these latter-day jesters
spent the evening trying to get on
television and rapping with national
pressmen about how sincere they
are. The antics of Tuesday evening
were composed of unadulterated
plastic, perpetrated by plastic
figureheads. These people do not
deserve the label of radical and can
only be called liberal in the worst
po'ssible sense, the worst possible
meaning, of that word.
Don Burge

Orts:
Getting To
A Nunnery

had an opening, so C. went to check
it out. The following conversation
took place: GEEK house head: "Do
you have relatives?" C.: "Maybe."
G.H.H.: "Did your father fight in the
Peloponnesian War?" C.: "Yes."
G.H.H. "Do you know anybody in
the IWW?" C.: "The What?" G.H.H.:
"Did you ever pee in the Baltic
Sea?" C.: "Yes." G.H.H.: "Do you
wet your bed?" C.: "Yes." G.H.H.:
"You're in! I must tell you however
By SAM CARON
that we have a special Hello Week in
My friend Joseph C. had a rough which we meet new roomees. One of
time finding a campus habitat this. our traditions is that you will have to
year. After frustrating all the usual take an ice bath with all the other
methods, C. heard that a close friend new roomees while we stand around
was moving out of his place. C. was and whip you with our wet
told that he would have no trouble if noodles." C.: "Adios."
he would go to the apartment at
C. finally heard of an opening in
4:32 a.m., give the secret knock, say
the secret word, and a duck would Yale Park. At the park he was met
come down with $100. by a long hair who said, "Like man,
Unfortunately, someone who do you own a sleeping bag?" C. said
overheard the conversation that he did. The long hair then asked
sabotaged C.'s car and got the C. what he thought of V.D. and C.
said, "Out of sight, out of sight."
apartment.
Finally, the long hair asked, "Are
C. next tried the inane Table you a student?" C. said that he
View, slightly better than not living wasn't. Immediately a large crowd
at all. He knew the situation was began yelling, "Right on brother,
really bad when he discovered that right on.
even the Table View was full.
And so C. lives in Yale Park,
Gamma Epsilon Epsilon Kappa happy at least until the first bust.

unrelated to the scope of the
football program.
conflicts with several documented
statements gathered by a Lobo
Again quoting from the Regents'
reporter.
Statement of Policy, page 7, section
If the freshman football team was
6 paragraph (a), subparagraph (iii),
ordered to appear at Agnew's
"Physical abuse, the threat of
welcoming party, someone must
physical abuse, or intimidation of
have done the ordering. And, of
any person on campus or at any
course,
it would not only be
University-authorized function or
interesting to find out who did the
event, or other conduct which
ordering, but what penalties the
threatens or endangers the health,
team was threatened with if they did
freedom of action, or safety of any
not
appear.
such person" by "any member of the
The administration and the
University community-student or
legislature have expressed concern
member of the faculty or staff-who
about alleged "political
commits or attempts to commit any
indoctrination" within the
of the following acts of misconduct
classrooms of the University. Er>th
shall be subject to appropriate
parties-the
legislature through the
disciplinary procedures and
Legislative Universities Study
sanctions," (section 6, paragraph
(a)).
Committee, and the Regents through
Several freshmen football players
Since the coach, in this instance, met not only Spiro Agnew, but the Statement of Policy-have
also has violated the Regents' interim several anti-Spiro demonstrators at condemned blatent political activity
measure, it is encumbent upon you the airport Tuesday. There was a by professors in the classroom.
(The following letter was sent to to take action at this time. Such
It is now time for the
University President Ferrel Heady.) action is prescribed on page 8 of the small confrontation between the administration to put some action
football players and the
By ROBERT U. ANDERSON
Regents' Statement of Policy, under demonstrators about differing where its mouth is. The Lobo calls
for a full administrative investigation
section 6, paragraph {b),
I want to bring to your attention a subparagraph (ii), "any member of political ideologies. Aside from the into the activities of the freshman
situation whih demands the the faculty or staff who violates any nasty ramifications of any potential football team at the airport on
imposition of censure, warning, of the rules set forth in section violence between the athletes and Tuesday, Sept. 15. If the freshman
disciplinary probation or dismissal. 6(a)(i) through section 6(a)(xi) shall the demonstrators, the football coach is found guilty of using his
On Sept. 15, 1970, a football be subject to censure, warning, players apparently were ordered to team as a political tool, proper and
player at UNM, as reported in The disciplinary probation, or dismissal." appear at the airport by their coach. complete action must be taken
The freshman football coach has
Lobo on page 3 (Sept. 16), stated
I, sir, await your prompt action on denied that he required his team to against him, in keeping with the
that the rea>on he was attending the this matter.
Regents' Statement of Policy.
"welcome" Spiro. His testimony
arrival ceremony for Vice President
Sarah Laidlaw
Spiro Agnew at the Albuquerque
Sunport was, "Because the coach
told us to be here."
'Attention, Please. This Is Your Guard Speaking. We Can Promise You A Very Pleasant Flight... If You Obey
I maintain that this coach has by Orders!!'
his action violated not only the 1940
Statement of Principles on Academic
Freedom of the American
Association of University Professors
(AAUP) found in the Statement of
Policy adopted by the Regents on
Aug. 8, 1970, but also the Rights
and Responsibilities statement
subparagraph (iii), paragraph (a),
under section 6 found on page 7 of
the Regents' Statement of Policy.
Paragraph 5 (page 3 of the
Regents' Statement of Policy) says,
"Faculty should fulfill their teaching
responsibilities with full recognition
that the use of the classroom as a
forum for indoctrinating rather than
educating students or for the
introduction of matter remote or
unrelated to the scope of the
particular course or seminar violates
the professional standards set forth
in the 1940 Statement of Principles
on Academic Freedom of the
AAUP." The football coach clearly
has violated these professional
standards, . especially regarding the
introduction of matters remote. or

Be10a:
Interim

Editorial:
Action,
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Not Words

Violation
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A Minuteman Answers the Call
DePugh Trial Opens Monday in District Court
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By MICHAEL BLAKE
The tangled trail of courtroom
appearances for America's most
prominent Minuteman, Robert
DePugh, will open its next chapter in
Albuquerque on Monday when the
controversial leader of the country's
most reactionary group goes on trial
for alleged violations of the 1968
Gun Control Act.
Captured with DePugh was his
"executive assistant," Walter Peyson,
28. Both men were arrested on July
12, 1969 near Truth or
Consequences, N.M. by the FBI
agents they had managed to elude
for 18 months.
DePugh's troubles with the law
started in Kansas City, Mo. more
than a decade ago but it was not
until he founded the Minutemen, (a
gun-toting para-military outfit) in
1960 that his troubles really began.
In 1965 DePugh was charged with
kidnapping two women in Kansas
City to "use sex as a weapon to
blackmail communists." The charges,
however, were dismissed.
1966 Arrest
Dedication and zeal in procuring
firearms resulted in arrest and
conviction in 1966 when DePugh
was found guilty of transferring and
manufacturing weapons without
bothering to register or pay taxes on
them. The 47-year-old father of the
Minutemen was sentenced to four
years in the federal penitentiary,
posted an appeal bond and promptly
evaporated.
FBI agents closed in on DePugh
again in 1968 and he was indicted
along with eight other "patriots" for
conspiring to rob several Seattle,
Wash., banks. The FBI said DePugh
intended to use the money to bolster
his organization which calls itself
"America's last line of defense
against Communism." But DePugh
and his "assistant" made themselves
scarce when it came time to stand
trial and a nationwide search for the
two was begun. Meanwhile, the seven
remaining Minutemen were tried and
convicted.
1968 Arrest
Somehow DePugh managed to get
himself arrested and convicted still
De Pugh
again in 1968. This time he was
sentenced to a year in prison on
charges of transporting a pistol from
Des Moines, Iowa to Kansas while
from the house DePugh and Peyson
under indictment on charges of
rented
in Williamsburg would have to
possessing bombs and bombshells.
be called impressive. Included in the
Once again he disappeared.
list
which could have supplied an
DePugh disappeared (with Peyson)
army were: More than 100 rifles and
to Williamsburg, N.M., a rural hamlet
guns,
fuses, kegs of powder,
near Truth or Consequences. For 18
camouflaged clothing, maps, a
months the two men traveled
printing
press, bows and arrows
extensively using the Williamsburg
(modified to carry grenades), several
hideout as a home base. While at
homemade silencers, a land mine,
home they busied themselves with a
three radio transmitters (two
number of tasks which included
receivers), two sets of dynamite
stockpiling of all kinds of
charges, 25 cans of cyanide gas, two
instruments of destruction, cranking
tire busters, six pipe bombs, 1000
out propaganda for other "patriots"
feet of primacord and bombs
around the country, and authoring
containing dynamite, nails and
six new Minuteman training manuals.
blasting caps.
Apprehended
The FBI also turned up two steel
DePugh once said that any
cages equipped with sleeping pads
well-trained Minuteman could outwit
and chemical toilets. The cages
and elude the FBI "forever" but he
apparently had been used to
and Peyson were finally apprehended
discipline out-of-line Minutemen and
by G-Men after about two weeks of
women.
steady shadowing. DePugh attributed
Weapons Mania
his capture to over-dedication. "We
DePugh's mania for collecting
worked so hard for the organization
weapons was spawned by his
that we disregarded our own safety,"
anti-Communist
thinking which he
he said.
disseminated through pamphlets,
Since his arrest in New Mexico
training manuals and other assorted
DePugh has argued continuously that
printed matter.
he is innocent on the basis that, as a
A Minuteman recruiting manual
member of the reserve military, he
warns: "When murderous
has a right to keep and bear arms.
Communist bands come roaming
But the list of armaments DePugh
through your community they must
has hoarded goes much beyond what
not find a lazy, disarmed people
a regular citizen would harbor.
waiting like lambs fot the slaughter;
Weapon Inventoty
they must find instead a vigorous
The inventory of weapons taken
and well-armed civilian population."
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Peyson
DePugh believes that Communist
infiltrators in the federal government
intend to turn the country over to
the Soviet Union by 1973.
-,
"The timetable is being rigorously
followed," he says.
Robert Bolivar DePugh is a bizarre
political practitioner by any
standards but his biographical
background gives little indication of
anything but a purely American
upbringing.
Anti-Clin1atic
The Albuquerque trial is bound to
be somewhat anti-climactic because
of DePugh's long list of punitive
obligations around the United States.
It could very well be DePugh's last
public appearance for some time
and, although DePugh says other
Minutemen have been trained to take
over for him, the possibility of
further confinement for DePugh will
probably destroy what little steam is
left in his movement.
DePugh has gotten off before
though and will defend himself for
the first time after boning up on law
for the last year during his stay in
the federal penitentiary at
Leavenworth, Kan.
U.S. Dist. Court Judge H. Vearle
Payne will preside at DePugh's jury
trial which is scheduled to begin at
10 a.m. Monday and could end the
career of one of America's most
publicized figures. The Lobo will
·cover DePugh's trial in full.
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